SolidWorks 2011 Part II - Advanced Techniques
SolidWorks 2011 Part II - Advanced Techniques picks up where SolidWorks 2011 Part I - Basic Tools leaves off. Its aim is to take you from an intermediate user with a basic understanding of SolidWorks and modeling techniques to an advanced user capable of creating complex models and able to use the advanced tools provided by SolidWorks. The text covers parts, surfaces, SimulationXpress, sheet metal, top-down assemblies and core and cavity molds. Every lesson and exercise in this book was created based on real world projects. Each of these projects have been broken down and developed into easy and comprehensible steps for the reader. Furthermore, at the end of every chapter there are self test questionnaires to ensure that the reader has gained sufficient knowledge from each section before moving on to more advanced lessons. This book takes the approach that in order to understand SolidWorks, inside and out, the reader should create everything from the beginning and take it step by step.
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We'll I have to start off by saying this is a FANTASTIC BOOK for someone that want's to get up and running on SolidWorks and learn a little on sheet metal, top down assembly modeling, surfacing, etc. at the same time. I AM A COLLEGE PROFESSOR TEACHING SOLIDWORKS, so the gentlemen that gave it 1 star might have a 'learning disability' if they feels this book is no good. My other colleagues who teach SWx use it as well, and their students enjoy the ease of use. There is no perfect book out there, but I know that this book does the job. The CSWP Prep in the back is AWESOME! I am a Cerified Expert and I have all my students do The CSWP Prep for part of their Final, and when they have taken the real test, they have passed on the first time!!!!!!! I did some research throughout other colleges, and I have found already 30 colleges that use his book for SWx.NOW...If you find to buy this book to LEARN EVERYTHING ABOUT SWx, YOU cannot. I recommend still going to a SWx Reseller and taking additional SWx Classes!!!!!!! Pauls Book is a great stepping stone to get good at SWx. These other 'New SWx Users' dont know what they are talking about. I've done some research and look at their trend, they've already left a couple bad reviews on other SWx Books....HMMMMMM, something fishing going on there....

This book is without a doubt the best SolidWorks book available for the SolidWorks user. I have been a SolidWorks user over ten years and a Certified SolidWorks Professional. Over the years, I have provided in-house instruction to engineers, designers, inspectors and management in the use of SolidWorks. I have reviewed numerous SolidWorks books to use in my classes. This is the perfect book suitable not only for learning SolidWorks but it can also be retained as the perfect SolidWorks reference. I can't believe the improvements the books, SolidWorks 2011 Parts 1 and 2 by Paul TranÂ SolidWorks 2011 Part I - Basic ToolsSolidWorks 2011 Part II - Advanced Techniques, have made with my students, measurable improvements have been noted both in conceptual understanding and the ability to apply learned principals to real-world projects. The organization of this book and the unique step by step instructions used in this book is easier for students to grasp. These are the most complete and up to date instructional book I have came across. I highly recommend this book for anyone learning SolidWorks and a reference for the seasoned SolidWorks user.
What a disappointing book this is. Lack of in-depth material; surfacing, sheet metal, top down assembly, equations, configurations, external references, in any advanced category. SolidWorks help and their tutorials provide more useful information than this book and it's free. I strongly recommend either buying the SolidWorks Bible or the SolidWorks Surfacing book from Matt if you are truly looking for an advanced book. I wonder if Paul is an engineer and I know that he has never taught in a college environment. The section on the CSWP is utterly worthless. I have my CSWA and I am trying to obtain study materials for the CSWP. The book provides no help is this area. As an example: Page 19-3 tells you to create a second revolve body on the Front plane, it should say the Top plane. On page 19-8 he tells you to select the 6 edges as shown; but there are only five arrows pointing to the edges, and this is just the first part and no solution model on the CD to check your work. Utterly worthless. He states, "the mass included in this dialog is for example only, they’re not the actual weight of the part and then he displayed the Mass Properties. What is the correct mass? Guess what; mass and weight is different!!!! Plus there is NO index!!!

Advanced mean a lot of things to different people; this book to me is not advanced. I’m not sure what it is? It does not cover surfaces, equations, complex design tables, assemblies (two, three or more levels of configurations) advanced system and document options or a simple item like Top-down assemblies. The one example in the book that addresses a Top-down assembly does not even start with the user creating a 3D sketch or a layout sketch. You open a model and then starting working with it. There is very little on Advanced or Mechanical mates. The tutorials are very limited and the models use poor design techniques.

Book arrived with missing CD’s, an integral part of the package. Besides, there was no mention of CD not included posted anywhere while browsing and purchasing this book on site.

This book also filled a need and that is why I ordered this book. These are the only books available on the subject that I like.

not very good, I will buy another book

good sale
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